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SUBJECT: THIRD PUBLIC HEARING TO TAKE INPUT REGARDING POTENTIAL
TRANSITION TO BY-DISTRICT ELECTIONS FOR CITY COUNCIL
MEMBERS AND CONSIDER DRAFT VOTING DISTRICT MAPS

RECOMMENDED ACTION:
It is recommended that the Council receive public comment and discuss the draft voting
district maps presented (Attachment A) pursuant to Elections Code section 10010(a)(2).
It is further recommended that the Council consider eliminating any draft maps that it no
longer wishes to consider adopting, as well as determining the number of districts the
Council will ultimately adopt.
BACKGROUND:
On February 2, 2018, the City received a letter from attorney Russell D. Myrick of the law
firm RDM Legal Group threatening to sue the city for alleged violations of the California
Voting Rights Act (“CVRA”) (Elec. Code §§ 14025-14032) unless the city voluntarily
converts to a by-district election system. The CVRA only applies to jurisdictions, like the
City of Dana Point, that utilize an at-large election method, where voters of the entire
jurisdiction elect each of the members of the City Council. Similar letters have been
served and lawsuits have been filed in recent years against dozens of cities and other
public agencies for alleged CVRA violations, including many nearby cities. A copy of Mr.
Myrick’s letter is attached to this staff report (Attachment B).
The threshold to establish liability under the CVRA is extremely low, and prevailing CVRA
plaintiffs are guaranteed to recover their attorneys’ fees and costs. As a result, every
government defendant in the history of the CVRA that has challenged the conversion to
district elections has either lost in court or settled/agreed to implement district elections,
and been forced to pay at least some portion of the plaintiffs’ attorneys’ fees and costs.
Several cities that have extensively litigated CVRA cases have been eventually forced to
pay multi-million dollar fee awards.
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In order to avoid the potentially significant litigation expenses that are likely to occur if the
City retains its at-large election method of election, at the City Council’s February 20,
2018 hearing, the Council adopted Resolution No. 18-02-20-04 outlining its intention to
transition from at-large to by-district elections, pursuant to Elections Code section
10010(e)(3)(A). (Attachment C.) As stated in that Resolution, the City Council took that
action in furtherance of the purposes of the CVRA.
Pursuant to Elections Code section 10010(a)(1), the City held two public hearings (before
drawing any draft maps of proposed voting districts) in order to receive public input
regarding the composition of the districts. The first such hearing was held on March 6,
and the second hearing was held on March 20. This will be the third public hearing, and
the first with the draft voting district maps prepared by the City’s demographer. The
purpose of this meeting is to take public comment, discuss these proposed maps and
provide any further input to the demographer. While not required, staff recommends that
at this hearing, the Council decide how many districts it will ultimately adopt. This will
allow the demographer to focus on maps solely with the correct number of districts. The
Council should also eliminate any maps that it no longer wishes to consider. The Council
will hold a second public hearing concerning draft voting district maps on April 17, 2018.
DISCUSSION:
•

The California Voting Rights Act

The CVRA was specifically enacted in 2002 to eliminate several key burden of proof
requirements that exist under the federal Voting Rights Act of 1965 (“FVRA”) (52 U.S.C.
§ 10301 et seq.) after several jurisdictions in California successfully defended themselves
in litigation brought under the FVRA. The intent of the legislature was to facilitate private
suits that ultimately force public entities to shift from “at-large” to “by-district” elections.
Specifically, the CVRA removes two elements that must be met in order to establish a
violation under the FVRA: (1) the “geographically compact” FVRA precondition (e.g., can
a majority-minority district be drawn?), and; (2) the “totality of the circumstances” or
“reasonableness” test, whereby the defendant can defeat a lawsuit by demonstrating that
certain voting trends – such as racially polarized voting – occur for reasons other than
race, or that minority voters are still able to elect their candidate of choice. Under the
CVRA, the only “element” a plaintiff must establish is that racially polarized voting occurs
in a jurisdiction with at-large elections, without regard for why it might exist. (Elec. Code
§ 14028.) Despite its removal of key safeguards contained in the FVRA, California courts
have held that the CVRA is constitutional. (See Sanchez v. City of Modesto (2006) 145
Cal.App.4th 660.)
Most recently, on February 23, 2018, the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of
California dismissed a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of the CVRA and of the
City of Poway’s adopted district map. The lawsuit was initiated by the former mayor of
Poway, Don Higginson, who alleged that the CVRA and Poway’s by district map adopted
pursuant thereto violate the equal protection clause of the U.S. Constitution. Higginson
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sought an order declaring both the CVRA and Poway’s map unconstitutional and
enjoining their enforcement and use. The Court not only denied Higginson’s motion for a
preliminary injunction, but also dismissed the case in its entirety based on lack of
standing. (See Higginson v. Becerra, et al. (Feb. 23, 2018, Case No. 17cv2032-WQHJLB)
Over the relatively short history of the CVRA, plaintiff public agencies have paid over $15
million to CVRA plaintiff attorneys, including a recent settlement in West Covina for
$220,000. (See Table of Results of CVRA Litigation (Attachment D).) The City of
Modesto, which challenged the CVRA’s constitutionality, ultimately paid $3 million to the
plaintiffs’ attorneys, and the cities of Palmdale and Anaheim, who also aggressively
litigated CVRA claims, ultimately paid $4.5 million and $1.2 million in attorneys’ fees,
respectively. These figures do not include the tens of millions of dollars government
agency defendants have spent on their own attorneys and associated defense costs. All
of the above cities – like all other CVRA defendants – ultimately ended up converting to
district elections.
Recognizing the heavy financial burden at-large jurisdictions are now facing, in 2016, the
California Legislature amended the Elections Code to simplify the process of converting
to by-district elections to provide a “safe harbor” process designed to protect agencies
from litigation. (Elec. Code § 10010(e)(3).). If a city receives a demand letter, such as the
RDM letter here, the city is given 45 days of protection from litigation to assess its
situation. If within that 45 days, the city adopts a resolution declaring the Council’s intent
to transition from at-large to district based elections, the potential plaintiff is prohibited
from filing a CVRA action for an additional 90 day period, during which time the process
outlined below must occur. (Elec. Code § 10010(e)(3).)
•

Process For Switching To By-District Elections

In order to avoid the significant litigation expenses that are likely to occur if the City retains
its at-large election method of election, at the City Council’s February 20, 2018 hearing,
the Council adopted Resolution No. 18-02-20-04 outlining its intention to transition from
at-large to by-district elections, pursuant to Elections Code section 10010(e)(3)(A).
(Attachment C.) As a result, no potential plaintiff can file a CVRA lawsuit against the City
before May 21, 2018.
Having adopted a resolution of intent, the first steps in the City’s process of converting
from its current at-large method of election to a by-district system was to hold two public
hearings to receive public comment regarding the composition of the yet to be formed
voting districts. (Elec. Code § 10010(a)(1).) The first such hearing was held on March 6,
2018, and the second such hearing was held on March 20, 2018.
The City’s districting consultant, National Demographics Corporation (“NDC”), has now
drawn multiple proposed district maps pursuant to input provided by both the Council and
the public. (See, Attachment A). Pursuant to the Council’s direction, NDC prepared
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variations of maps with 5 voting districts, as well as maps with 4 districts and an at-large
mayoral office.
The purpose of this meeting is to take public comment, discuss these proposed maps
and provide any further input to NDC that the Council deems necessary. While not
required, staff recommends that at this hearing, the Council decide how many districts it
will ultimately adopt. This will allow NDC to focus on maps solely with the correct number
of districts. The Council should also eliminate any maps that it no longer wishes to
consider.
The Council will hold a second public hearing concerning draft voting district maps on
April 17, 2018. Any maps the public would like the Council to consider at this April 17,
2018 meeting must be received by the City no later than April 7, 2018 in order to be
publically posted for the legally required amount of time. The public may submit a handdrawn district map and reference the City’s online districting tool.
•

Criteria to be Considered

While all public input concerning the composition of the City’s proposed voting districts
should be considered, there are several mandatory criteria that the City will have to
comply with when the actual districts are created:
1. Population equality across districts. (Elec. Code § 21601; Gov. Code § 34884
[“The districts shall be as nearly equal in population as may be.”].)
2. Race cannot be the “predominant” factor or criteria when drawing districts. (Shaw
v. Reno (1993) 509 U.S. 630; Miller v. Johnson (1995) 515 U.S. 900.)
3. Compliance with the FVRA, which, among other things, prohibits districts that
dilute minority voting rights, and encourages a majority-minority district if the
minority group is sufficient large and such a district can be drawn without race
being the predominant factor. (See, Bartlett v. Strickland (2009) 556 U.S. 1.)
Additionally, pursuant to Elections Code section 21601 and Government Code section
34884, the City Council may consider the following factors when establishing districts
(which are not exclusive): (a) topography, (b) geography, (c) cohesiveness, contiguity,
integrity, and compactness of territory, and (d) community of interests. The City Council
may also plan for future growth, consider boundaries of other political subdivisions, and
consider physical/visual geographical and topographical features (natural and manmade). The City Council may choose to include some, all or none of these criteria, or
may choose to come up with unique criteria that Council believes is applicable to the City.
In addition, members of the community may suggest additional or alternative criteria that
the Council may want to consider.
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Permissible Forms of By-District Government

In addition to the above criteria, the City has several options when it comes to the number
of districts permitted. A city may adopt an ordinance that requires the members of the
legislative body to be elected in five, seven, or nine districts (Gov. Code § 34871(a)); or
in four, six, or eight districts, with an elective mayor (Gov. Code § 34871(c)). Thus, the
City should consider (in conjunction with NDC) the number of districts to be established.
Although permitted by Government Code 34871(c), there is an open legal question as to
whether a City that adopts a by-district method of election but establishes a separately
elected at-large mayoral office is insulated from liability under the CVRA. The CVRA
defines “at-large method of election” to include any method of election “that combines atlarge elections with district-based elections.” (Elec. Code § 14026(a)(3).) This definition
could arguably include district elections where the mayor is separately elected at large.
Only an at-large method of election can violate the CVRA. (Elec. Code § 14027.)
This issue was being litigated in an action involving the City of Rancho Cucamonga,
although that case has now settled. As part of the settlement, the City is required to paid
the plaintiff’s legal fees (an amount that we have yet to determine.). Until a court of
appeals rules on the issue, there is no certainty as to whether a City may avoid CVRA
liability if it has a directly elected, at-large mayor. In short, notwithstanding the City’s
ongoing efforts to comply with the CVRA safe harbor provision, the City is at risk of
being sued for a CVRA violation if the City adopts a by-district method of election but
establishes a separately elected at-large mayoral office. The plaintiff bar position on this
issue is perhaps best exemplified by the following excerpt from a document filed with the
court by the plaintiff’s attorney in the Rancho Cucamonga case, in which he addresses
the alleged inadequacies of the at-large mayoral system:
For more than fifty years, courts have recognized that when addressing the
violation of voting rights, “the court has not merely the power, but the duty,
to render a decree which will, so far as possible, eliminate the discriminatory
effects of the past as well as bar like discrimination in the future.” Louisiana
v. United States, 380 U.S. 145, 154 (1965). Ignoring this established
principle, Defendant asks this Court to declare Plaintiffs’ case moot and, in
so doing, neither “eliminate the discriminatory effects of the past,” as
unlawfully-elected council members would remain in office until December
2020, nor “bar like discrimination in the future,” as one council seat would
continue to be elected in the same at-large manner that has proven to dilute
the Latino vote in Rancho Cucamonga and the other four would be elected
pursuant to a district map that emulates the previous at-large system. Id.
While Defendant’s newly adopted plan, to be phased in over the next four
years, may be marginally better than its previous system of electing all five
of its council members through at-large elections, it does not go nearly far
enough. Under that new plan, one of the five council seats, coined the
“mayor,” would be elected in the same at-large manner, and thus the new
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plan is still a suspect “at-large method of election,” as that phrase is
explicitly defined in the California Voting Rights Act (“CVRA”). With nothing
more in that new plan to eliminate the racially polarized voting that has
plagued Defendant’s city council elections, that new plan violates the CVRA
just like its predecessor. Moreover the four-district map drawn by the selfinterested city council without the oversight of this Court, was not drawn to
remedy the years of vote dilution suffered by Latinos in Rancho Cucamonga
as any remedy for the violation of the CVRA must be; it was drawn to
perpetuate the political careers of its unlawfully elected authors and
frustrate this case.
In keeping with the established principle that voting rights violations should
be completely remedied when they are called to the attention of the courts,
the Legislature enacted the CVRA, commanding this Court to formulate
what it believes are “appropriate remedies.” Elec. Code 14029. With its
motion, Defendant seeks to substitute its own judgment for that of this
Court, hoping that this Court will abdicate its “duty...to eliminate the
discriminatory effects of [Defendant’s] past [violation of the CVRA] as well
as bar [violations of the CVRA] in the future. Louisiana v. United States,
380 U.S. 145, 154 (1965). The law does not permit Defendant to usurp the
role of this Court by adopting a half-measure that will continue to dilute the
Latino vote. Plaintiffs’ claim is plainly not moot because there is plenty of
relief that the Court could, and should, order. For example:
•
•
•

a truly district-based election system with all district-elected council
members;
a district map tailored to remedy the years of dilution of the Latino
vote in Rancho Cucamonga; and
a special election to have a district-elected council as soon as
practicable;

All of that is the same sort of relief that has been ordered by other courts
addressing CVRA violations, and federal courts addressing violations of the
analog federal Voting Rights Act (“FVRA”). This Court should decide
whether those measures, or perhaps something completely different, are
“appropriate remedies” in this case once it has heard all of the evidence at
trial. Having been denied their most fundamental of rights for decades, the
Latino residents of Rancho Cucamonga deserve nothing less.
At this point, it is unclear whether such arguments will ultimately be upheld by the Courts.
The point however is that the City Council should be aware that the issue is still unsettled,
and the City is at risk of not getting the benefit of the CVRA safe harbor provisions if it
chooses to adopt a separately elected at-large mayoral system.
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Remedies Other Than Districting

At the Council’s last meeting on this topic, there was significant discussion regarding
Mission Viejo’s approach to CVRA compliance, i.e., acknowledging racially polarized voting
exists, but then asserting the appropriate remedy is something other than districting. There
may in fact be other ways of remedying violations of the CVRA, however if the City Council
decides to pursue a different remedy, the City will lose the benefit of the safe harbor
provisions in Elections Code Section 10010(e)(3). This means that the City will be at risk
of being sued, and having to prove in court that its chosen remedy is appropriate. At a
minimum this means that the City would incur significant legal fees, and it plainly puts the
City at risk of losing what is known to be very costly litigation.
To date, no remedy other than districting has been “approved” by the courts. In response
to the Mission Viejo approach, the plaintiffs’ lawyer is quoted in the Voice of OC as saying
that while there may be other ways to remedy a violation, the only option the Courts
currently recognize is districting:
“This is maybe a bit of a nuance here -- but in my view, districts would be a
remedy, but likely not the best remedy in Mission Viejo,” Shenkman said. “But
to say that districts are not a remedy is a mischaracterization … districts are
the only really safe harbor (under state law) for better or for worse. And we
operate based on what the law is and not what the law should be.”
The entire article is included herein as Attachment E. On March 22nd, a lawsuit was filed
against the City of Mission Viejo seeking to enjoin its approach and asserting that it has
violated the CVRA because of the admitted existence of racially polarized voting, as well
as an alleged history in the city that comprises “an atmosphere of racial hostility.” It is worth
noting that the Complaint seeks to enjoin the current at large system. It remains to be
seen if the Plaintiff will seek an injunction in connection with the 2018 election to prevent
it from going forward as an at large election, and seek to impose district elections,
cumulative voting, or other remedies as part of this election cycle. That approach would
be similar to what occurred in Palmdale where the result was districts drawn by the plaintiff
and all five seats being put up for election at once. Staff will monitor the litigation and
advise the Council of any material developments.
CONCLUSION:
It is recommended that the Council receive public comment and discuss the draft voting
district maps presented (Attachment A) pursuant to Elections Code section 10010(a)(2).
It is further recommended that the Council consider eliminating any draft maps that it no
longer wishes to consider adopting, as well as determining the number of districts the
Council will ultimately adopt.
FISCAL IMPACT:
There is no fiscal impact associated with holding this public hearing.
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The fiscal impact of moving forward with the transition to district elections, including the
demographic consultant cost, the City’s anticipated legal fees, and the amount likely to
be paid to RDM under the CVRA safe harbor provision, is estimated to be approximately
$80,000. Additional legal costs could be incurred for additional analysis and public
hearings. The City’s good faith and voluntary approach to transition to by-district elections
may forestall further threats and demands for attorneys’ fees, but that cannot be
guaranteed as other jurisdictions have suffered such demands even after initiating such
efforts.
Should the Council choose not to voluntarily convert to district elections and defend the
threatened lawsuit, the costs are projected to be significant due to the requirement that
the City pay the plaintiff’s fees and costs. As demonstrated in Attachment C, awards in
these cases have reached upwards of $4,500,000. When sued, even the settlements
reached by cities have included paying the plaintiff’s attorneys’ fees. If the City Council
chooses to maintain its at-large elections and defend the threatened lawsuit, it should
budget a significant amount for its own attorneys’ fees, and should consider a contingency
budget for use to pay the plaintiff’s legal fees in the event of a loss.
ALTERNATIVE ACTION:
The City Council could provide other direction.
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